Resolution #5-06
FINAL LANGUAGE

Submitted by: FCLB Bylaws & Resolutions Committee

5/5/06: FCLB Bylaws & Resolutions Committee recommends PASS

WHEREAS, the FCLB’s Model Code of Ethics for board members has been adopted by the FCLB membership; and

WHEREAS, a number of other regulated professions have adopted a slightly modified version of this document developed and endorsed by the Federation of Association of Regulatory Boards; and

WHEREAS, The FCLB and its member boards are well served by developing a concise statement of principles, ethical behavior, non-disclosure, and conflict of interest for its volunteers and staff; now therefore be it

RESOLVED

that the Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards (FCLB) develop a draft of such a statement by September 1, 2006, for initial review by its member boards at the fall regional meetings and through such other forums as may be deemed appropriate.

NOTE: Initial working draft attached - this is not yet finalized